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VERTS Mediterranean Grill
An Agile Mobile Solution
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Who is VERTS Mediterranean Grill? 

VERTS Mediterranean Grill is known for their 
healthy chef-inspired mediterranean fare, 
bringing high quality pitas, wraps, rice bowls, 
and salads to Texans at their 33 locations. 
Their meals feature lean meats, plenty of fresh 
vegetables and light sauces like yogurt-based 
Tzatziki. Most meals are under 600 calories, 
making VERTS an excellent choice for health 
conscious diners.

The chefs at VERTS take pride in their creations, 
making many items from scratch. Their spicy 
red pepper sauce, handcrafted meatballs, and 
hummus are made fresh each morning. They even 
pickle their own jalapeños to make sure that every 
customer receives only the highest quality product. 
Each and every ingredient at VERTS takes hours to 
prepare, but just seconds to disappear.
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Goals

VERTS understood that their customers were looking for fresh, healthy choices on the go:

VERTS’ first priority was to find a way to get their salads and wraps into customers’ hands even more 
efficiently by streamlining the checkout and ordering process. 

They also wanted  a way to tailor their marketing more efficiently:

After careful consideration and gathering learnings from peers in the industry, VERTS began searching for 

a loyalty app that combined mobile payments, ordering, and rewards in a single customer experience.

Many of VERTS biggest fans are extremely busy people: think working professionals 

and moms on the go. We offer them food that we can serve them quickly, but unlike 

many options, will still satisfy and nourish.
“

Chef Jason Donoho, VERTS Mediterranean Grill

“We had a lot of information about our customer base from our daily interactions 

with them, surveys and other means. However,  we didn’t have a tool to collect all 

that important data. We knew that if we could somehow understand our customers’ 

preferences and habits we could engage them with targeted rewards.

Keith Petersen , Director of Marketing
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With a clear vision and plan in place, the LevelUp team was able to quickly and efficiently 

develop the VERTS app, going from mockup to functional app in a 60 day sprint.

Why LevelUp?

VERTS wanted to launch their app as quickly as possible without sacrificing user experience. LevelUp 
was the only provider that could deliver the app VERTS wanted, on time and in budget.

“

Keith Petersen
Director of Marketing

We were absolutely thrilled with the 

initial mockups LevelUp created. They 

really helped us hone in on our vision for 

what the VERTS app would be. While we 

knew we needed a way to bring mobile 

payments and loyalty to our customers’ 

mobile devices, LevelUp offered so many 

other features that felt perfect for us.
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Solution

LevelUp created a mobile experience for VERTS that encompassed their needs for mobile 
payments and seamless loyalty, and added features that helped customers experience the 
best of VERTS:

Ring up your favorite meal without 
fumbling for cash and credit.

Payments

Targeted rewards engage customers 
and influence visitation.

Loyalty
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Take the guesswork out of what you’re 
putting in your body.

Nutrition & Dietary Information

Redeem promotions on print materials 
with a quick scan.

Scan

Find the closest VERTS Mediterranean Grill. Enticing images and detailed menu 
information make it easy to choose your lunch.

Location Finder Menu
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Results

Monthly Revenue
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Since the launch of the app, revenue generated from the app has steadily risen.

In the first 30 days...

5,626 customers registered 

for the app

Join VERTS

4,055 customers used the app to 

pay for their favorite VERTS meals, 

over a 70% activation rate

Revenue
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VERTS was eager to get the app into the hands of 
their customers as soon as possible. To motivate 
app downloads, they decided to give customers 
a $10 credit to use on their first transaction with 
the app.

The campaign was extremely effective. In the 
first 60 days, the $10 First Visit campaign earned 
VERTS 6,944 new registrants at a 2.1:1 ROI.

The  app quickly became a hit with VERTS’ strong 
customer base, who spread the word about the 
app to their friends. With app usage growing 
organically, VERTS decided to redirect some 
of their initial customer acquisition budget to 
customer engagement. 

They kept a small incentive active, offering 
customers $2 to download the app instead of $10.

In the following 60 days, VERTS saw 9,382 new 
registrants, even more than the first marketing 
period.  At this rate, the campaign yielded a 
11.5:1 ROI.

Even with a lower campaign spend, VERTS 
achieved greater user acquisition results by 
leveraging the positive experience of their early 
adopters and spreading the word of the app 
through social channels.

First Visit Campaign

First Visit 
Incentive

ROI

New 
Registrants

FIRST 60 DAYS

$10

2.1:1

6,944

NEXT 60 DAYS

$2

11.5:1

9,382
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“We’re so excited to work with LevelUp to determine which campaigns we should run next. 

From names and ages all the way down to favorite menu items, we’re really starting to 

understand our customers.

Keith Petersen , Director of Marketing

Along with driving sales and customer engagement, the app is making VERTS smarter about their 
customers. The LevelUp CRM and Analytics engine enables VERTS to quickly and easily see who 
their customers are and how they behave. These tools help VERTS gain insight into how to tailor an 
engagement program to each and every one of them.

Analytics & CRM
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Learn more at: thelevelup.com

Conclusion

VERTS’ mobile solution has been incredibly effective for them, and the team is looking forward to 

finding new ways to make it even more impactful. VERTS plans to expand their southern roots to the 

East Coast, opening 6 - 10 locations in Boston, DC, and New York City, with the mobile app featuring 

prominently in their marketing and customer acquisition plans.


